Music By Numbers: The Story Of AutoCad
Thomas Park's first solo music project was called "AutoCad". "Auto", as in automatic, or mechanical, and "Cad", as in a "caddish" type of person-- a lovable oaf.

Early AutoCad experiments involved music that was generated fractally. Thomas used various programs such as Gingerbread, QMuse and Musinum to transform numerical sequences into music. To add to more points of reference, Thomas chose to use the outputs of existing mathematical formulae, or number patterns he found in nature, as seed data. Hence, the musical results were organic outgrowths of pre-existing patterns.

A series of ambient pieces was created using variable star data, which Thomas would retrieve from the AAVSO observatory every day. He used the star data to generate fractal iterations, which were sequenced into longform soundscapes. Towards the end of the 1990’s, Thomas shared these pieces on a radio channel at the Live 365.com online radio site, and called the channel "Our Skies Radio".

At the same time, Thomas began composing by using mathematical and natural sequences as source patterns when pitching and composing industrial loops. He innovated his own kind of fractal techno.

Thomas' fractal techno was released by the popular label, "Pivotal Records", in the release "Logarithm". Tracks from "Logarithm" also were added to a second Live 365.com channel that he called "PanMuse Global Radio". Songs like "NatCos" and "Fibonacci 5" were good examples of this kind of music.

Thomas' 2 radio channels became quickly famous. First, they were featured on the home page of Live 365.com. Then, they became the focus of a short interview in the music magazine "Spin" (November 2000).

Through the early ‘oughts, Thomas' star continued to rise as AutoCad, as he became widely popular on music sites such as IUMA, Soundclick and MP3.com . AutoCad was a featured artist on MP3.com, and was dubbed by one listener as "The Best Electronica Artist" on the site.

Thomas continued writing as the techno/electronica act AutoCad, producing material for soundtracks, compilations, collaborations, and various other projects. He broadened his approach from the mathematical, and used more conventional methods of composing, including using his own voice in many songs.

In 2002, Thomas stopped his project "AutoCad', for 2 main reasons. One was that the name of the act was the same as the title of a type of drafting software, and Thomas feared lawsuits. The other was that he was becoming increasingly influenced by drone music, and was inspired to begin a new project-- the act he came to call "Mystified".


